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Molecular modeling of water structure in nano-pores between brucite (001) surfaces
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Abstract—Molecular dynamics (MD) computer simulations of liquid water held in one-dimensional nano-
confinement by two parallel, electrostatically neutral but hydrophilic surfaces of brucite, Mg(OH)2, provide
greatly increased, atomistically detailed understanding of surface-related effects on the spatial variation in the
structural ordering, hydrogen bond (H-bond) organization, and local density of H2O molecules at this
important model hydroxide surface.NVT-ensemble MD simulations (i.e., at constant number of atoms, volume
and temperature) were performed for a series of model systems consisting of 3 to 30 A˚ -thick water layers
(containing 35 to 360 H2O molecules) confined between two 19 A˚ -thick brucite substrate layers. The results
show that the hydrophilic substrate significantly influences the near-surface water structure, with both H-bond
donation to the surface oxygen atoms and H-bond acceptance from the surface hydrogen atoms in the first
surface layer of H2O molecules playing key roles. Profiles of oxygen and hydrogen atomic density and H2O
dipole orientation show significant deviation from the corresponding structural properties of bulk water to
distances as large as 15 A˚ (�5 molecular water layers) from the surface, with the local structural environment
varying significantly with the distance from the surface. The water molecules in the first layer at about 2.45
Å from the surface have a two-dimensional hexagonal arrangement parallel to brucite layers, reflecting the
brucite surface structure, have total nearest neighbor coordinations of 5 or 6, and are significantly limited in
their position and orientation. The greatest degree of the tetrahedral (ice-like) ordering occurs at about 4 A˚
from the surface. The translational and orientational ordering of H2O molecules in layers further from the
surface become progressively more similar to those of bulk liquid water. A quantitative statistical analysis of
the MD-generated instantaneous molecular configurations in terms of local density, molecular orientation,
nearest neighbor coordination, and the structural details of the H-bonding network shows that the local
structure of interfacial water at the brucite surface results from a combination of “hard wall” (geometric and
confinement) effects, highly directional H-bonding, and thermal motion. This structure does not resemble that
of bulk water at ambient conditions or at elevated or reduced temperature, but shares some similarities with
that of water under higher pressure.Copyright © 2004 Elsevier Ltd
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1. INTRODUCTION

Interaction between water and solid surfaces, and chan
their structural and dynamical behavior in the near-sur
region can substantially affect the properties of both ph
including the reactivity and functionality of the near-surf
region. These interactions are, thus, of significant intere
many geochemical, technological, and biologic systems
adequately model and ultimately understand the interacti
aqueous solutions with rocks, sediments, soils, and othe
ural and synthetic materials where the aqueous pha
strongly perturbed by a surface, detailed knowledge o
structure and properties of interfacial water is essential(Hoch-
ella and White, 1990; Brown et al., 1999; Brown, 2001). It has
also long been known that the dielectric and diffusive pro
ties of water confined in nano-scale spaces are signific
different than these of bulk water(Packer, 1977; Nandi et a
2000; Michot et al., 2002). Surface force(Israelachvili and
Pashley, 1983; Israelachvili and Wennerstro¨n, 1996)and flu-
idity (viscosity) measurements of confined water(Raviv et al.
2001; Zhu and Granick, 2001)confirm such effects. The m
lecular-scale origins of these effects, however, are still
completely understood, despite significant recent experim
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(Dore, 2000; Cheng et al., 2001; Teschke et al., 2001; Bellis-
sent-Funel, 2002; Fouzri et al., 2002; Schlegel et al., 2
Fenter et al., 2003)and computational(McCarthy et al., 1996
Bridgeman and Skipper, 1997; Spohr et al., 1999; Sto¨ckelmann
and Hentschke, 1999; Greathouse et al., 2000; Kalinichev
2000; Park and Sposito, 2002; Sakuma et al., 2003)efforts to
investigate the structure and dynamics of interfacial and n
confined water. Most of these studies have focused on d
mining the differences between the properties of interfaci
confined water and bulk liquid water. For instance, ato
density variations, layering of water molecules(Lee and
Rossky, 1994; McCarthy et al., 1996; Bridgeman and Skip
1997; Cheng et al., 2001; Park and Sposito, 2002; Schle
al., 2002; Fenter et al., 2003), and changes of diffusion coe
ficients(Lee and Rossky, 1994; Spohr et al., 1999; Greath
et al., 2000; Kalinichev et al., 2000; Sakuma et al., 2003)near
interfaces have been observed experimentally and in mole
dynamics (MD) simulations. However, effective prediction
how the structure, composition, and near-surface atomic c
distribution of the substrate affect the properties of water
their molecular scale origins remains elusive.

Molecular computational modeling has been highly effec
in understanding the structure and properties of solids,
water, and aqueous solutions (e.g.,Cygan, 2001; Kalinichev
2001; Guillot, 2002), and has also made important contri

tions to understanding fluid-solid interfaces(Lee and Rossky,
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1994; McCarthy et al., 1996; Bridgeman and Skipper, 1997;
Hartnig et al., 1998; Spohr et al., 1999; Stöckelmann and
Hentschke, 1999; Gordillo and Martı́, 2000; Greathouse et al.,
2000; Kalinichev et al., 2000; Cygan, 2001; Gallo et al., 2002;
Michot et al., 2002; Park and Sposito, 2002; Rustad et al.,
2003). Here we present the results of a MD modeling study of
the structure of water held in slit-like two-dimensional 3 to 30
Å-thick layers between two hydrophilic surfaces of the proto-
typical hydroxide phase brucite, Mg(OH)2.

The surfaces of MgO and many other oxides are well-known
to be hydroxylated in contact with water and at normal relative
humidities (Refson et al., 1995; Liu et al., 1998; Brown et al.,
1999), and thus, brucite is an important model material for
many earth surface environments. It has a relatively simple
layered structure containing single trioctahedral sheets with full
Mg occupancy of the octahedral sites and fully vacant tetrahe-
dral sites (Desgranges et al., 1996). The octahedral sheet has no
permanent structural charge, and the interlayer is normally
unoccupied.

A recent MD study of the mobility of H2O molecules in an
�12.5 Å thick water slab confined between two (001) surfaces
of brucite found, surprisingly, a factor of 1.5 increase of the
self-diffusion coefficient and a factor of 0.8 decrease of the
reorientation correlation time for near-surface molecules rela-
tive to bulk-liquid values (Sakuma et al., 2003). This result is
in sharp contrast with many other MD simulation studies of
similar aqueous interfaces that show reduced diffusion rates for
water at the surfaces of hydroxylated crystalline silica (by a
factor of �5; Lee and Rossky, 1994), Vycor glass (at least by
a factor of 10; Spohr et al., 1999), in the interlayer of smectite
hydrates (by a factor of �12; Greathouse et al., 2000), and in
layered double hydroxides (by a factor of �4; Kalinichev et al.,
2000). Unfortunately, Sakuma et al. (2003) did not present
sufficient detail about the structure of the interfacial water
obtained in their simulations to allow effective comparisons to
the simulations presented here.

In the present paper we focus on detailed quantitative anal-
ysis of the structure of near-surface water in terms of atomic
density profiles, statistics of molecular orientations, two-di-
mensional radial distribution functions of H2O within planes
parallel to the surface, an order parameter quantifying the
degree of tetrahedrality of the nearest neighbor molecular en-
vironments, and the structural details of the H-bonding network
at the surface. Such structural understanding is essential to
understanding and predicting the behavior and properties of
near-surface fluids. Whenever possible, we compare our struc-
tural results with the data of Sakuma et al. (2003). Detailed
analysis of the dynamics of H2O molecules between brucite
and other hydrophobic and hydrophilic mineral surfaces will be
the subject of future work.

The structure of bulk liquid water, which is the reference
state for near-surface water structure, is dominated by distorted
tetrahedral local arrangements similar to those in the crystal
structure of ice Ih (e.g., Eisenberg and Kauzmann, 1969; Soper,
2000; Errington and Debenedetti, 2001; Head-Gordon and
Hura, 2002). In bulk liquid water, these local structural units
compose an interconnected H-bonding network in which most
H2O molecules have four nearest neighbors. In ice Ih, each
water molecule has exactly four nearest neighbors. Due to their

mutual orientations, these molecules are able to donate two
H-bonds and accept two others. In liquid water, the long range
ice-like ordering is lost, and the ideal tetrahedral local H-
bonding configuration is partially broken. An important com-
ponent of this structural disruption is an increase in the number
of so-called “ interstitial” water molecules. These are fifth near-
est neighbors to a given molecule but are not H-bonded to it
(Eisenberg and Kauzmann, 1969; Bagchi et al., 1997;
Kalinichev et al., 1999; Saitta and Datchi, 2003). Numerous
experimental infrared, X-ray, and neutron scattering experi-
ments and computational studies provide a quite consistent
picture of the local structure of water at ambient conditions.
The differences are mainly due to different criteria to define
hydrogen bonding by various experimental techniques, and
differences in the interatomic potential used in the computa-
tions (e.g., Gorbaty and Kalinichev, 1995; Kalinichev, 2001;
Head-Gordon and Hura, 2002). These studies show that a water
molecule in bulk liquid has on average 4.4 to 5.2 nearest
neighbors and participates in 3.2 to 3.9 H-bonds. Here we show
that H-bonding to hydroxide surfaces can produce an interfacial
water structure different in many respects from those of bulk
water or any known ice phase.

The presence of a surface is well known to perturb the fluid
structure and properties up to several molecular diameters from
the surface (Israelachvili and Pashley, 1983; Michot et al.,
2002). The interactions that cause these perturbations are es-
pecially complicated for molecules like water that have small
molecular diameters and large dipole moments. For simple
cases such as a hard sphere fluid at a hard wall, or a Lennard-
Jones fluid such as argon at a Lennard-Jones surface, the “hard
wall” effects dominate (Abraham, 1978). The density variation
perpendicular to the surface oscillates with a periodicity equal
to the molecular diameter (Abraham, 1978; Yu et al., 1999).
For water at most surfaces, however, H-bonding and electro-
static interactions complicate this simple picture. The ability of
a surface to participate in an H-bonding network is expected to
play a key role in defining the local structure and dynamics of
water molecules in confined spaces and at interfaces. Thus, the
structure of water in an interfacial region results from a balance
of the ordering due to H-bonding, “hard wall” effects, and
disordering due to thermal motion. It is well known that H-
bonding is responsible for the anomalous behavior of many
properties of water, such as the density maximum at 4°C (e.g.,
Geiger and Stanley, 1982; Poole et al., 1994).

Surfaces with different compositions and different local
atomic charge distributions, even on an otherwise neutral sur-
face, are expected to have greatly different substrate-specific
effects on the structure of interfacial water. For instance, mo-
lecular modeling shows that at the (001) surface of mica and
other sheet silicates, water molecules are adsorbed onto the
ditrigonal cavities above the six-member rings formed by SiO4

tetrahedra (Bridgeman and Skipper, 1997; Smirnov and
Bougeard, 1999; Greathouse et al., 2000; Park and Sposito,
2002). Neutron diffraction studies of water confined in silica
gel and the pores of Vycor glass suggest that the water structure
is similar to that of bulk water at temperatures �30° lower than
the experimental temperature (Dore, 2000; Bellissent-Funel,
2001). MD simulations of water molecules confined in carbon
nanotubes (Gordillo and Martı́, 2000) show fewer H-bonds than
in bulk water. For water confined in silica pores with all

nonbridging oxygens saturated with acidic hydrogens, com-
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puter simulations demonstrate that the H-bonding network is
largely destroyed near the surface but is restored again at
distances beyond �4 Å from surface (Gallo et al., 2002). The
structure and dynamics of interlayer water, a special case of
confined water in which H2O molecules are usefully thought of
as part of the crystal structure, have been investigated by many
recent experimental and computational studies (Kagunya,
1996; Smirnov and Bougeard, 1999; Greathouse et al., 2000;
Kalinichev et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2003).
These results show that interlayer water is normally much more
ordered than bulk liquid water, that the structure and compo-
sition of the basal surface plays a dominant role in determining
the water structure, and that the diffusion rates are reduced by
up to two orders of magnitude.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1. Model Structures

The brucite crystal structure (trigonal, P3̄m1) used as the basis for
the simulations presented here was determined by neutron diffraction
measurements (Desgranges et al., 1996). The MD simulations of the
bulk crystal reproduce this structure well, yielding unit cell dimensions
within 0.1% of the experimental values for the a and b dimensions
(aexp � bexp � 3.148 � 0.001Å, acalc � bcalc � 3.15 � 0.01Å) and 5%
for the c dimension (cexp � 4.779 � 0.002Å, ccalc � 4.55 � 0.02Å).
The resulting calculated unit cell angles, � � 89.85o � 0.37o, � �
90.12o � 0.29o, � � 119.98o � 0.22o are in good agreement with the
observed trigonal symmetry (Desgranges et al., 1996). This agreement
is expected because the brucite structure was one of the input phases
originally used for the CLAYFF force field parameterization (Cygan et
al., 2004).

The calculations show the OH groups to be, on average, perpendic-
ular to the octahedral sheet, with the H atoms having broader distribu-
tions around their average positions than other atoms, in agreement
with their large measured anisotropic thermal parameters (Desgranges
et al., 1996). The MD results also confirm that bifurcated and even
trifurcated H-bonds, (in which one H atom is simultaneously H-bonded
to two or three neighboring O atoms) are present between two hydrox-
ide layers (Desgranges et al., 1996). The computed positions of H-
atoms in the brucite structure show a triangularly shaped distribution of
atomic density that indicates dynamic disorder among three statistically
equivalent sites. This is in qualitative agreement with the “ three-site
split-atom” model of Desgranges et al. (1996), where the position of
each H atom is statistically split between three equally occupied sites,
and the O-H direction is tilted toward nearest O-of-OH, making an
angle with the threefold axis of �9° at room temperature.

Mg(OH)2 surfaces were created by cleaving the model crystal struc-
ture at the center of an interlayer parallel to (001) with all OH groups
remaining intact. Six different models with empty, slit-like pore spaces
were created by increasing the crystallographic c dimension of the
simulation cells by 3.0, 6.0, 9.0, 12.0, 15.0, and 30.0 Å at the position
of the cleavage (all model systems will be referred to by these values
in the following discussion). Volumes of liquid water with a density of
1.0 g/cm3 and the same size and shape as the empty pore spaces were
prepared and then inserted in the empty pores. The combined water-
brucite systems had P1 symmetry and the same crystallographic pa-
rameters as brucite, except for the c dimension. Each simulation su-
percell consisted of (6 � 6 � 4) crystallographic unit cells of brucite.
These cells contained 144 Mg atoms and 288 OH groups and had
dimensions of 18.78 Å � 18.78 Å � 21.09–52.59 Å in the a-, b-, and
c-directions respectively, depending on the width of the pore. The
number of water molecules varied from 35 to 360 (Fig. 1). We assume
a uniform fully hydroxylated surface and applied no charge redistribu-
tion to the surface OH-groups. This surface model is assumed to
approximate the conditions near the zero point of net proton charge
(ZPNPC). Generally, the protonation state of a brucite surface in
contact with water may be different than that of a cleaved surface if the

pH is different from the ZPNPC. The ZPNPC of brucite is not known,
but protonation and deprotonation reactions are well known to occur at
hydroxide surfaces (Drever, 1997; Rustad et al., 2003).

2.2. MD Simulations

The simulations described here use the recently developed CLAYFF
force field (Cygan et al., 2004), which has already proven to be highly
effective in modeling the structures of many oxide, hydroxide, clay,
and cement phases; the interaction of aqueous solutions and their
dissolved species with mineral surfaces; and the behavior of interlayer
ions and water (Kalinichev et al., 2000; Cygan, 2001; Wang et al.,
2001; Kalinichev and Kirkpatrick, 2002; Kirkpatrick et al., 2003; Wang
et al., 2003). CLAYFF is specifically optimized based on the observed
structures of simple well-characterized oxides, hydroxides, and oxyhy-
droxides (Cygan et al., 2004). In this force field, the partial atomic
charges are derived from periodic density functional theory (DFT)
quantum calculations for these model compounds, and the non-Cou-
lomb interactions are described by the conventional Lennard-Jones
(12–6) function. Thus, the energy expressions for brucite are:

ECoulomb � qiqj/4��0rij (1)

EvdW � D0,ij��R0,ij/rij�
12 � 2�R0,ij/rij�

6	, (2)

where for Mg, D0,i � 9.03E-07 kcal/mol, R0,i � 5.91 Å, and qi � 1.36e,
for O of OH, D0,i � 0.1554 kcal/mol, R0,i � 3.55 Å and qi � 
1.105e,
and for H of OH, qi � 0.425e. The parameters of unlike interactions are
calculated according to the arithmetic mean rule for the distance
parameter, R0, R0,ij � (R0,i � R0, j)/2, and the geometric mean rule for
the energetic parameter, D0, D0,ij ��D0,iD0, j. �0 is the dielectric
permittivity in vacuum (�0 � 8.85419 � 10-12F/m).

For water molecules, we use the flexible version of the simple point
charge (SPC) potential (Berendsen et al., 1981; Teleman et al., 1987).
The SPC water model has partial charges centered directly on each of
three atoms, and the short-range interactions are represented by one
Lennard-Jones term centered on the oxygen atom. It is one of the most
comprehensively tested models for water, and it has been used widely
in molecular modeling of aqueous systems for the past two decades.
Despite its relative simplicity, the SPC model successfully reproduces
many properties of water, including structure, atom-atom radial distri-

Fig. 1. Illustration of the models for water confined between brucite
(001) surfaces. The V-shaped objects are water molecules, the octahe-
dral sheets are the brucite, and the sticks attached to the octahedra are
the O-H bonds of OH-groups. See text for a description of the models
used.
bution functions, and hydrogen bonding characteristics (e.g., Jorgensen
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et al., 1983). Numerous simulations of aqueous systems with different
water potentials have demonstrated that many of these results are quite
robust in the sense that qualitatively they are not potential dependent
(e.g., Kalinichev, 2001; Guillot, 2002). Thus, we expect the structural
interpretations of the simulations presented here to not be critically
dependent on the water potential used, and to be generally applicable.

The MD simulations were performed using periodic boundary con-
ditions in all three crystallographic directions. Ewald summation to
calculate long-range electrostatic contributions to the potential energy
and a “spline cutoff” method to calculate short-range van der Waals
interactions were used (e.g., Allen and Tildesley, 1987). Two stages of
relaxation were applied to the initial six models. First, the positions of
all atoms in the brucite substrate were fixed, and only the confined
liquid water subsystem was allowed to relax under energy minimiza-
tion and in relatively short (10–50 ps) NVT-ensemble MD runs. Then
all atoms of the system were allowed to relax under similar conditions.
The total energy of each model converged to a minimum within 0.001
kcal/mol, and these optimized structures were then used as the starting
configurations for NVT-ensemble MD simulations at 300 K. A time
step of 1.0 fs was used for all MD simulations, and each system was
allowed to equilibrate for 100 to 500 ps of MD simulation depending
on its size. To ensure thermodynamic equilibrium, the convergence of
the total energy, its components, temperature, pressure, and the atomic
radial distribution functions were carefully monitored during the equil-
ibration period. The equilibrium dynamic trajectory for each model was
finally recorded for statistical analysis at 10 fs intervals during the next
500 ps of MD simulation.

2.3. Simulation Analysis

Atomic density profiles in the [001] direction perpendicular to the
solid surface were calculated by averaging over the 50000 frames of the
500 ps equilibrium MD trajectories for each system. The planes defined
by the average positions of the surface oxygen atoms of brucite were
taken as the origin (z � 0). Atomic density maps, time-averaged over
instantaneous positions of specific atom types along the trajectory and
projected onto the (001) plane, were also computed for each atom type
in the system at various locations from the surface and for various layer
thickness (Kalinichev and Kirkpatrick, 2002).

The directions of the three vectors describing the instantaneous
orientation of each water molecule, the dipole vector (vD, parallel to the
bisector of the H-O-H angle), the H-H vector (vHH) from one hydrogen
atom to the other, and the normal (vN) to the H-O-H plane, were defined
by the angles (�D, �HH, and �N, respectively) between the vectors and
the [001] direction (normal to the surface) of the model brucite struc-
ture. The orientations were computed for each H2O molecule at each
time step, and the distributions of these angles were calculated as
functions of distance from the brucite surface.

The topology of the water structure was quantitatively characterized
by calculating two- and three-dimensional radial distribution functions
(RDFs), parameters related to the instantaneous number of H-bonds
donated and accepted by each individual water molecule, and the
orientational order parameter (Errington and Debenedetti, 2001). RDFs
give the probability of finding a pair of atoms, i and j, a distance r apart,
relative to the probability expected for a random distribution of atoms
at the same density. Three-dimensional O-O, O-H, and H-H RDFs for
H2O were computed, and nearest neighbor coordination numbers were
calculated by integrating the RDF to the first minimum. In addition,
two-dimensional RDFs were calculated for the atoms located in 0.2 Å
thick slices parallel to the surface and as functions of distance from the
surface. These RDFs reflect only correlations among atoms within
these slices. To calculate the oxygen-oxygen and oxygen-hydrogen
nearest neighbor (NN) coordination numbers, the cutoff distances of
3.3 Å and 2.45 Å were used, respectively, because these distances
correspond to the first minima in their respective RDFs in bulk water
(e.g., Jorgensen et al., 1983; Kalinichev, 2001).

The local organization of the H-bonding network is described by
calculated values for the total number of H-bonds (HBs) per water
molecule, the number of H-bonds donated to and accepted from other
H2O molecules, the number of H-bonds donated to and accepted from
surface OH groups, and the fraction of water molecules with different
numbers of H-bonds (distribution of H-bonding states). These param-

eters were calculated as the average over the computed trajectory as
functions of distance from the surfaces. The criteria for the existence of
an H-bond used here are those often used for bulk liquid water:
intermolecular O•••H distances less than 2.45 Å and angles, �, between
O•••O and O-H less than 30° (e.g., Luzar, 2000; see Fig. 2). Surface
OH groups are treated in the same way as OH of water molecules for
the purpose of HB calculations. The threshold of RO•••H � 2.45 Å was
used because it corresponds to the first minimum of the O-H radial
distribution function for SPC water at ambient conditions, while �
	30° covers 90% of the angular distribution of H-bonds in water under
the same conditions (e.g., Teixeira et al., 1990; Luzar, 2000).

The orientational order parameter, q, is an effective measure of the
deviation of the local short-range water structure from the ideal tetra-
hedrality observed in crystal ice Ih. It is given by the expression:

q � 1 �
3

8 �
j�1

3 �
k�j�1

4 � cos 
jk �
1

3�
2

, (3)

where 
jk are the angles formed by the lines connecting the O atom of
the central H2O molecule with any two of the four nearest neighbors,
j and k (j,k 	4) (Chau and Hardwick, 1998; Errington and Debenedetti,
2001). The values of q vary from 1 for the ideal structure of ice Ih to
0 for a completely disordered state (e.g., ideal gas). This definition,
originally introduced for the analysis of bulk water (Chau and Hard-
wick, 1998), was modified here to analyze the orientational ordering of
interfacial water molecules by including surface OH groups into the
calculation of the 
jk angles in additions to H2O molecules.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Density Profiles and H2O Orientations

The density profiles for oxygen and hydrogen atoms and the
orientational profiles for H2O molecules are symmetrical on
either side of the water layer and provide the basis for under-
standing the effects of confinement and the hydroxide surface
structure on the interfacial water (Figs. 3, 4 and 5). For confined
water layers 15 Å-thick and greater, the O-profiles exhibit four
peaks at �2.45, 5.05, 6.25, and 9.05Å, and smaller variations
up to 15 Å from the surface. The H-profiles for the same
systems have three peaks at 1.42, 2.83, and 5.50 Å, with no
significant variation at distances greater than �10 Å from the
surface. For thinner pores, the structure of the entire water
volume is substantially perturbed compared to bulk water, and
the effects of the surface depend significantly on pore thickness
(Fig. 3). For instance, the second O-peak is weaker in the 6 Å
system than in the 9 Å system, and its position is at 3.7 Å from
the surface in the 6 Å system compared to 5.0 Å in the 9 Å

˚ ˚

Fig. 2. Illustration of the parameters used in defining H-bonds in this
study. H-bonds must simultaneously have intermolecular O•••H dis-
tances, ROH, less than 2.45 Å and angles, �, between O•••O and OH
less than 30.0°. Surface OH groups are treated in the same way as OH
of water molecules for this purpose.
system. Similarly, the fourth maximum at �9.30 A in the 15 A
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system shifts to 9.05 Å in the 30 Å system (Fig. 3). The
distances between maxima in the O-density profiles are not
equally spaced, as would be expected from hard wall effects
alone. Thus, the surface structure, atomic charge distribution on
the nominally neutral surface, and hydrogen bonding must play
important roles in controlling the near surface water structure.

A unique interpretation of the water structure and the origin
of the correlations between the O-and H-profiles is not possible
from the density profiles alone or from these profiles combined
with only averaged molecular orientations (Lee and Rossky,
1994; Bridgeman and Skipper, 1997). Here, the variation of the
H2O orientational distributions with distance from the surface
provides useful insight (Figs. 4 and 5). In interpreting these
figures, it is important to note that the angular distributions of
the dipole vector (�D) as shown in Figure 4 have an inversion
point at their center because of the sign convention related to
defining the orientations with respect to the surface normal

Fig. 3. Computed atomic density profiles for water con
0.03 Å-3 (oxygen atomic density) and 0.07 Å-3 (hydrogen
in these plots) is computed as the average position of th
increases the brucite c-axis dimension used to generate the
these values. See text for details.
[001]. In contrast, the distributions of the H-H vectors (�HH),
shown only in Figure 5, are symmetric with respect to 90°
because of the arbitrary choices of the initial vector directions
for all water molecules in each frame and their orientational
changes over time. The results show that for water layer thick-
ness of less than 12 Å, the orientations of all molecules are
strongly affected by the presence of the surface, although the
effect is less at distances �6 Å. Only in systems 12 Å and
larger does the angular distribution in the middle of the pore
approach the sin(�) distribution expected for the angle � be-
tween a randomly oriented vector and an arbitrary axis (in this
case [001]). As illustrated by the dipole orientation distribu-
tions in Figure 4, the features of the distributions that occur in
the thin pores also occur in the larger ones, although their
positions and magnitudes are not identical. These results par-
allel the results for the atomic density distributions.

The orientational distribution of water molecules contribut-
ing to the first peak in the O-density profiles (Fig. 3) has two

etween brucite layers. Curves are displaced vertically by
density) to avoid overlap. The position of the surface (0.0
te surface oxygen atoms. The system size labels are the
s; the actual water layer thicknesses vary somewhat from
fined b
atomic
e bruci
system
components that dominate at different distances from the sur-
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face, indicating multiple minima in the near-surface potential
energy surface (PES). These two orientations are the result of
two different H-bonding configurations for water molecules at
the surface. Type-1 molecules are, on average, slightly closer to
the surface (mean distance �2.3Å) and are predominantly
oriented with �D�130°, �HH�0–45°, and �N�50–90° (dipole
axis tilted toward the surface). One H-atom of these water
molecules lies close to the surface and contributes to the first
peak in the H-density profile at 1.42 Å, and the other H-atom
contributes to the second peak at 2.80 Å. Type-2 molecules are,
on average, somewhat further from the surface (�2.6Å), and
are predominantly oriented with �D�30–80°, �HH�40–90,
and �N� 10–40° (dipole axis tilted away from the surface).
Both H-atoms of these molecules contribute principally to the
second peak in the hydrogen density profile. Figure 6 schemat-

Fig. 4. The angular distributions of the H2O dipole v
molecules. The angle is defined between the dipole vecto
a sinusoid distribution and then normalized by the total n
integrals of each curve at any given distance from surface
(d) 12 Å system.
ically illustrates the most probable orientations of these two
types of first-layer molecules, along with those of others further
from the surface. The ratio of type-1 to type-2 molecules is
�5/4, as estimated by counting the number of molecules with
up-pointing and down-pointing dipoles and from the volumes
under the peaks in the un-normalized orientation distribution
profiles (data not shown). The recent MD simulation of water
at the brucite (001) surface by Sakuma et al. (2003) also
identified two types of water molecules comparable to those
found here. In their simulations, one type has on average �D �
120° and �N � 90°, and the other �D � 50° and �N � 45°.

Water molecules with these two different orientations are
intimately mixed with each other in the plane parallel to the
surface, and there are no clear correlations of their occur-
rence near each other. Large domains of one structural type
cannot form because the H-bond formation between neigh-

ith the distance from brucite surface for confined water
01] direction. The probabilities were first normalized by
of water molecules at the distances indicated. Thus, the
ual. (a) 3 Å system; (b) 6 Å system; (c) 9 Å system; and
ector w
r and [0
umber
are eq
boring water molecules prevents each type of environment
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from extending more than 3 molecules in the plane parallel
to the surface.

In addition, our simulations also show a small fraction of
water molecules located at distances less than 1.8 Å from the
surface. These molecules have dipole orientations of approxi-
mately 180° to the surface normal (both H-atoms oriented
towards the surface) and donate 2 H-bonds to surface OH
groups. The number of molecules with this configuration is
very small (�0.005 water per surface OH group) (Fig. 3), and
visualization of the MD trajectories shows that these molecules
retain their orientations for only tens of femtoseconds. This is
comparable to the time for proton transfer in liquid water
(Geissler et al., 2001). Whether the presence of molecules with

Fig. 5. The angular distributions of the water orientation
the water dipole and [001], and between the water H-H
Figure 4 and rescaled individually and displaced vertically
distances from the surface.
this orientation is indicative of proton transfer between the
water molecules and surface OH groups cannot be addressed by
classical MD methods, and would require an ab initio molec-
ular dynamics approach.

Previously published MD simulations for water at a variety
of oxide and hydroxide surfaces also show the presence of
molecules with two different orientations in the first layer,
although the local structural environments or orientations are
slightly different for each phase. The coexistence of water
molecules with different orientations, but mixed and intercon-
nected in the plane parallel to the surface, appears to allow the
development of an interconnected H-bond network involving
the water molecules and surface atoms. For all oxide and
hydroxide surfaces so far studied, the orientations of the water

30 Å system. �D (left) and �HH (right), are angles between
nd [001] respectively. Each curve was normalized as in
to fit the figure. The values listed in Fig. (a) to (j) are the
s in the
vector a

by 1.0
molecules in the first near-surface layer are restricted to sub-
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strate-specific, but relatively narrow angular ranges, indicating
a significant reduction in their orientational mobility relative to
bulk water. At the MgO (001) surface, the H2O dipoles in the
first molecular layer of water occur predominantly at �D �
107° and 60° (McCarthy et al., 1996), corresponding, respec-
tively, to orientations in which the H2O molecules donate
H-bonds to the surface oxygen, and the orientations where H2O

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram illustrating the orientations and H-bond-
ing of water molecules in the different near-surface layers defined in
the text. Black balls and sticks are water molecules or surface OH
groups. Dotted balls and sticks are water molecules with different
orientations that schematically show orientational ranges in the differ-
ent layers. The dotted lines connecting water molecules are H-bonds.

Fig. 7. (a) Variation of the average total H-bond numb
types to this number with distance from the surface for

molecules with different numbers of H-bonds with distance from
molecules are only H-bonded to other H2O molecules but not to
the surface. At talc surfaces, water dipoles have two predom-
inant lowest-energy orientations corresponding, in our notation,
to �D � at 0° and 45° (Bridgeman and Skipper, 1997). These
can be interpreted as the orientations of molecules that, respec-
tively, accept H-bonds from talc OH groups and donate H-
bonds to the surface bridging oxygens. In the first water layer
at a fully hydroxylated crystalline silica surface, there are three
prevalent dipole orientations with �D � 0°, 75–105°, and 180°
(based on Fig. 7 of Lee and Rossky (1994)), leading to different
H-bonding environments for differently oriented water mole-
cules. Generally, these water orientations are very similar to
those for brucite, but the surface H-bonding configurations are
quite different, as discussed in the next section.

In our simulations with brucite, water molecules located
between 3 and 5 Å from the surface near the first minimum of
O-density profile also have two different preferred orientations,
as shown by their �D and �HH angular distributions in Figures
5d–5f (the peak positions are at 65° and 120° in (d), 80° and
180° in (e), and 95° and 180° in (f); the �N angular distributions
are not shown). One group (type-3) has ’�D in the range
between 90 and 180°, �HH90°, and �N20–90°, and the
other (type-4) has �D40–140°, �HH0–50°, and �N50–
90°. The �D and �HH maxima shift for both types of molecules
shift to higher angles as the distance from the surface increases
from 3 to 5 Å (Figs. 5d–5f). As in the layer nearest to the
surface, molecules with the two preferred orientations are in-
timately mixed with each other across the surface. The (type-
3)/(type-4) abundance ratio varies from 2/1 at �3 Å, to 4/1 at
�4 Å, and back to 2/1 at �5 Å from the surface. Compared to
the water molecules in the first surface layer, the distributions
of the angular orientations are broader, indicating that a greater
range of orientations is accessible to the molecules further
away from the surface.

Although atomic density profiles (Fig. 3) show almost no
variation beyond �10 Å from the surface, small but statistically
meaningful changes of the orientational distributions can be
observed up to �15 Å from the surface (Fig. 5). The changes

water molecule, and the contributions of various H-bond
˚ system; (b) Variation of the average fraction of water

˚

er per
the 30 A
the surface or the 30A system.
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in the �D distributions are quite similar in the two layers from
6 to 8.5 Å and from 9 to 12 Å, as shown in the left column of
distributions in Figure 5. There is a single broad peak centered
at 90° for water at 6.1 and 10.1 Å and three peaks centered at
0 to 30°, �90° and 150 to 180° at 8.1 and 11.6 Å. For the �HH

distributions in the same distance ranges, the orientations
change continuously. There is one broad peak centered at 90°
at 6.1 Å, and the intensity of this peak decreases from 6.1 to
11.6 Å, whereas the intensities of peaks at 0° and 180° increase.
The breadths of the angular distributions increase with increas-
ing distance from the surface, and deviations from random
distributions decrease and require higher signal-to-noise ratios
to be visible. (Note the gradual change of scale in Figures
5b–5j). These changes of angular distributions with the distance
from the surface are due to adjustment of the orientations of
individual water molecules to fit their local environments.
These molecular orientations are effected by the surface di-
rectly at short distances from it, and indirectly at larger dis-
tances through the neighboring H2O molecules that are, them-
selves, effected by the surface.

3.2. H-Bonding Network

The structuring of the near-surface water molecules de-
scribed above is the result of interactions between the water
molecules and the substrate, and among water molecules. H-
bonding plays a significant role in developing this structure.
The MD simulations show that the average number of H-bonds
per H2O molecule changes from 3.8 in the near-surface layer to
3.5 (approximately the value for bulk SPC water) at �10 Å
from the surface, and that there are significant oscillations in
this value (Fig. 7a). The first layer of water molecules, which
both donate and accept H-bonds with surface OH-groups, is
very important in developing this interfacial H-bonding net-
work. Molecules in the first layer that have H-atoms pointing
towards the surface (type-1 molecules) have, on average, 3.6
H-bonds at �2 Å from the surface. They accept 0.5 H-bonds
from, and donate 1.0 to surface OH groups, and accept 1.3
from, and donate 0.8 to other water molecules. Those near-
surface molecules that do not donate H-bonds to the surface
(type-2 environments) have on average 3.6 H-bonds at �3 Å
from the surface. They accept 0.5 from, and donate none to
surface OH groups, and accept 1.4 from, and donate 1.7 to
other water molecules.

Computational studies for different oxide and hydroxide
surfaces show quite different near-surface water structures. An
interfacial water structure quite similar to that of brucite occurs
at the (001) surface of portlandite, Ca(OH)2, where the ability
of the surface water molecules to both donate and accept
H-bonds to the solid surface results in the development of an
H-bonding network across the interface structurally resembling
that of bulk liquid water (Kalinichev and Kirkpatrick, 2002).
For water at the magnetite (001) surface Rustad et al. (2003)
have recently used a potential model that allows the surface
protonation state to change during the MD simulation. The
results show that interfacial water molecules accept H-bonds
from several surface functional groups, of which �1/2 are
FeVIOH2 sites (doubly protonated O-atoms coordinated to one
octahedral Fe). About 3/4 of the H-bonds donated by H2O

IV
molecules to surface sites go to Fe OH (singly protonated
O-atoms coordinated to tetrahedral Fe). These results suggest
that different surface functional groups can play different roles
in developing interfacial hydrogen-bonding networks. For our
brucite (001) surface, only one Mg3

VIOH surface functional
group is present, and these sites serve as both H-bond donors
and H-bond acceptors. For a hydroxylated silica surface, Lee
and Rossky (1994) have proposed two idealized structural
environments for water in the first hydration layer that are
significantly different than those for brucite in our results. For
hydroxylated silica, one type has its dipoles oriented away from
the surface and accepts one H-bond from, and donates one
H-bond to surface OH groups. The other type has its dipoles
oriented towards the surface and accepts one H-bond from, and
donates two H-bonds to surface OH groups. These differences
between water orientations at the brucite and hydroxylated
silica surfaces are probably caused by the differences in the
substrate surface structure. On the silica surface, the Si-OH
groups are 5.0 Å apart, whereas for brucite the nearest MgOH-
MgOH distance is only 3.1 Å, approximately the diameter of a
water molecule. In addition, the silica surface in the model of
Lee and Rossky (1994) may be less hydrophilic because the
partial charges used for surface OH groups were smaller than in
our calculations (
0.71 for O and 0.40 for H for silica vs.

1.105 and 0.425 for brucite).

The presence of both donating and accepting H-bond con-
figurations at hydroxylated surfaces is not universal. For in-
stance, the surface of the Ca-Al layered double hydroxide,
[Ca2Al(OH)6]Cl•2H2O (known as Friedel’s salt or hydrocalu-
mite), has a fully hydroxylated surface structure quite similar to
that of Ca(OH)2, but a very different surface-water structure.
The positive structural layer charge of this phase and the highly
distorted Ca(OH)6 octahedra in the hydroxide layer prevent
H-bond donation from H2O molecules to the surface and re-
strict development of a fully interconnected H-bonding net-
work across the interface (Kalinichev and Kirkpatrick, 2002).

For our brucite calculations, the number of H-bonds per
water molecule oscillates with increasing distance from the
surface and, on average, is somewhat greater than in bulk liquid
water (Fig. 7a). At distances greater than 10 Å from the surface,
H-bonding is essentially the same as in bulk SPC water, with an
average of 3.5 H-bonds per molecule, 1.75 accepted and 1.75
donated (Jorgensen et al., 1983; and our unpublished simula-
tions of bulk liquid water). Within 10 Å of the surface, the
number of water molecules with 4 H-bonds varies nearly out-
of-phase with the number with 2 and 3 H-bonds, and the
number of molecules with 5 H-bonds controls the variation in
total H-bonds (Fig. 7b). The fraction of water molecules with
exactly 4 H-bonds reaches a maximum at �4.0 Å from the
surface (Fig. 7b), in the transition region with relatively low
atomic density between the first two peaks of the O-atom
density profiles. Similar structuring is also observed for water
confined in hydroxylated silica glass pores (Gallo et al., 2002),
and is in agreement with the notion that the number of water
molecules with four H-bonds increases with decreasing density
at liquid-like densities (Geiger and Stanley, 1982; Paulo et al.,
2002).

This well-interconnected H-bonding network for brucite
contrasts greatly with the water structure near hydrophobic
surfaces. For instance, a water molecule participates, on aver-

age, in only �2.5 H-bonds at the surfaces of carbon nanotubes,
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but this number increases to �3.5 at distances greater than 4 Å
from such surfaces (Gordillo and Martı́, 2000).

3.3. Water Coordination

Although interactions of water molecules among themselves
and with the surface OH-groups of brucite are dominated by
H-bonding, the nearest neighbor (NN) coordination numbers can
be greater than the number of H-bonds, and, as in bulk water,
non-H-bonded NNs play an important role in defining the water
structure. The water molecules at �2.3 Å from the surface, mostly
type-1 molecules, typically have 6 O-NN: 3 surface OH groups
and 3 neighboring H2O molecules (Fig. 8). These molecules are
typically located above the vacant tetrahedral sites in the triocta-
hedral sheet, which expose a triangle of Mg-OH groups on the
surface. The 3 NN water molecules occur at three of the four
vertices of a distorted tetrahedron. The water molecules at �3.0 Å
from the surface, mostly type-2 molecules, have, on average, 5
O-NNs: 1 OH and 4 H2O molecules. Three of these 4 water
molecules are arranged at three vertices of a distorted tetrahedron,
and the MgOH-group is at the fourth vertex. The fifth water
molecule occurs close to one face of the tetrahedron and behaves
like a typical interstitial molecule in bulk water (Bagchi et al.,
1997; Kalinichev et al., 1999). Beyond �3.5 Å from the surface,
the NN coordination is generally similar to that of bulk liquid
water, which has 4.4 nearest neighbors in our MD simulations at
the same temperature and density. There is a slight increase in the
coordination number in the region between 3.5 to 6.0 Å from the
surface, which corresponds to the second maximum in the O-
atomic density profile.

The results presented here show that the H-bonding and NN
coordination of water at the brucite surface do not resemble
those of water at reduced temperatures, as proposed for water
confined in Vycor glass and silica gel based on neutron dif-
fraction studies (Dore, 2000; Bellissent-Funel, 2001). This is
shown not just by the sixfold coordination near the surface,
which does not occur at ambient pressure, but also in the
relationships between the NN coordination and the number of

˚

Fig. 8. Variation of the average water coordination number and the
contributions to this total with distance from the surface for the 30 Å
system. Cut off distances are 3.3 Å for O-O coordination and 2.45 Å for
O-H coordination.
H-bonds. At distances greater than �6 A from the brucite
surface, the NN coordination is �4.4, which is �0.9 greater
than the number of H-bonds. Closer to the surface the number
of NNs is as much as 2.2 greater than the number of H-bonds.
The number of H-bonds and the NN coordination also both
increase with decreasing distance from the surface, but the
coordination number increases faster. In contrast, cooling of
bulk liquid water causes the average number of H-bonds to
increase with the NN coordination remaining more or less
constant (Rapaport, 1983; Paulo et al., 2002). This change
reaches its limit of H-bonds/NN � 1 in the stable 1-atm
crystalline phase, ice Ih (Eisenberg and Kauzmann, 1969).
Thus, the structural changes of water with decreasing temper-
ature can be understood as an approach to an ideal tetrahedral
NN coordination and H-bonding network. In addition, cooling
causes the distributions of H-bond angles and lengths to be-
come narrower, the mean H-bond angle (angle � in Fig. 2) to
decrease, and the second-neighbor spatial correlations that are
lost at higher temperature to be restored to a more ideal (ice-
like) geometry (Modig et al., 2003). MD simulations for water
confined in hydrated Vycor pores (Gallo et al., 2002) and for
water confined in carbon nanotubes (Gordillo and Martı́, 2000)
also show that the ice Ih-like NN and H-bond geometry of bulk
water is destroyed near these surfaces.

The structure of the first layer of water at the brucite surface
does share some similarities with those of liquid water at elevated
pressure and high-pressure ice phases. With increasing pressure,
the average NN coordination for liquid water increases more
rapidly than the average number of H-bonds (Kalinichev et al.,
1999; Paulo et al., 2002), and the structural changes can best be
interpreted in terms of an increasing number of interstitial (non-
H-bonded) water molecules (Bagchi et al., 1997; Kalinichev et al.,
1999; Saitta and Datchi, 2003). In the crystalline ice phases, there
are always four H-bonded nearest neighbors at intermolecular
distances of 2.7 to 2.9 Å, but the number and intermolecular
distances of the non-H-bonded molecules are different for differ-
ent phases. There are zero non-H-bonded molecules in ice Ih
(stable up to 0.3 GPa), 3.75 at 3.1 to 3.3 Å in ice IV (a metastable
phase at 0.4 to 0.55 GPa, Engelhardt and Kamb, 1981), and 4 at
2.74 Å in ice VIII (stable above 2.1 GPa, Kuhs et al., 1984). The
latter distance is shorter than the H-bond distance (2.88 Å) in that
phase, paralleling a similar trend for liquid water under pressure
(Schwegler et al., 2000). At the brucite surface, the coordination
number is 5 or 6, and number of H-bonds is �3.8, qualitatively
following the trends for liquid water and the crystalline phases
with increasing pressure. However, the surface contributes at least
half of these additional NNs for type-1 molecules, and the average
density of the near-surface water, up to the first minimum of the
O-density profile, is slightly less than for bulk water at ambient
conditions.

The differences just described are also reflected in the dif-
ferences between the two-dimensional RDFs of water at the
brucite surface and the RDFs of water at high pressure or low
temperature. For bulk liquid water, the widths of the first and
second peaks in the O-O RDFs decrease with decreasing tem-
perature (Schwegler et al., 2000; Soper, 2000), whereas this
does not occur for water on brucite (001) as a function of
distance from the surface (Fig. 9). With increasing pressure for
liquid water, the O-O RDF intensity at �3.2 Å increases
(Soper, 2000), reflecting the larger NN coordination number, the

˚
intensity at �4.5A decreases, and the intensity at �5.3 increases
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(Schwegler et al., 2000). This is very similar to the two-dimen-
sional RDF for water at �3Å from the brucite surfaces, except for
the peak at 3.2 Å, which does not occur (Fig. 9).

3.4. Structural Organization of Surface Water on Brucite

It is well known that liquid water is significantly ordered at

Fig. 9. Two-dimensional water O-O radial distribution functions
calculated for the indicated distances from the surface for the 15 Å
system. Two-dimensional RDFs were calculated in 0.2 Å slices along
the brucite [001] direction. The curves are displaced 3.0 Å vertically to
avoid overlap. The vertical lines are at 2.8, 4.5, and 6.7 Å from the
surface, corresponding to the first three peaks in the three-dimensional
RDF of SPC water at ambient conditions.
solid surfaces (Packer, 1977; Nandi et al., 2000; Michot et al.,
2002), but the MD results here show that this surface-induced
structural ordering can be quite different and more complicated
than commonly thought. For instance, the description of the
interfacial water structure at the brucite surface as ice-like is
misleading, as discussed above. For water on brucite, there are
three regions at progressively increasing distances from the
surface with different degrees of ordering: a well organized first
layer, a transition region of lower-than-average atomic density
from 3 Å to 5 Å from the surface, and less well-ordered ordered
layers extending to as far as 15 Å from the surface.

The organization of the first layer is best illustrated by the
atomic density contour maps for the O-atoms of H2O mole-
cules, located in the first maximum in the atomic density profile
between 1.85 and 3.45 Å from the surface (Fig. 10). The type-1
water molecules are preferentially located above the vacant
tetrahedral sites of the trioctahedral sheet (triangles formed by
surface OH-groups; Fig. 10a). They form a reasonably well-
ordered and dynamically averaged two-dimensional hexagonal

Fig. 10. Typical atomic density maps for oxygen of water in the first
layer. The filled squares and circles are surface Mg and O atoms
respectively, and the thin lines are contour maps for water oxygen
atoms. The top figure is for water molecules with �D greater than 90°
(Type-1 environment), and the bottom figure is for water molecules
with �D less than 90° (Type-2 environment).
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arrangement with a quasi (1 � 1) superstructure that reflects the
underlying brucite structure. There appear to be four local
potential energy minima. One of these is at the center of the
triangle, and three are nearly at the middle of the line connect-
ing two surface OH sites. The surface water molecules spend
on average �1/2 of the time at the center, where they accept
only 1 HB, and 1/6 of the time at each of the other sites, where
they donate one and accept one HB. This site hopping, libra-
tion, and formation and breaking of HBs, results in the com-
puted average of 1.5 HBs with surface OH groups discussed
above.

The two-dimensional RDF, which probes the intermolecular
structure in the plane parallel to the surface, confirms this
lattice-like arrangement (Fig. 9). If the water molecules had
adapted the surface lattice structure perfectly, the first four
peaks of their two-dimensional RDF would occur at 3.1, 5.4,
6.3, and 8.3 Å, corresponding to the [100], [110], [200], and
[210] dimensions of the brucite lattice, as calculated from the
two-dimensional RDF of the surface O-atoms of the brucite.
Because of the triangular distributions of the water molecules
shown in Figure 10, these peaks become broader and shift to
different values, but they are clearly present. The distributions
of the order parameter, q, which measures the deviation of the
local structure from the ideal tetrahedrality of the ice Ih lattice,
show that the structure of this group of molecules is very
different from that of ice Ih, with a large fraction of the
molecules having q-values less than 0.5 (Fig. 11a–11d). These
values are consistent with the 6 NN coordination of these
molecules.

The type-2 water molecules in the first layer (those with their
dipoles oriented away from the surface) are preferentially lo-
cated above the OH groups, but their distribution is much less
ordered than for the type-1 molecules (Fig. 10b). Only half of
the type-2 molecules accept one H-bond from surface OH
groups at any instant. The distributions of the order parameter,
q, show that the intensity of the distribution near 0.5 is greater
than at 0.8, in contrast to bulk water, which has greater intensity
near 0.8. These low q-values are consistent with the average 5
NN coordination of these molecules. On average, there are 15.1
type-1 water molecules and 12.4 type-2 water molecules (to-
taling 27.5) in the first layer of water molecules for each 36
surface OH lattice sites of brucite. This lattice-like two-dimen-
sional distribution for water molecules on surfaces is not
unique to brucite. It is known to occur in the first layer of water
in MD simulations at the NaCl (100) surface, where the two-
dimensional structure reflects the underlying NaCl crystal
structure (Stöckelmann and Hentschke, 1999).

For brucite, this surface structure also explains the position
of the first maximum in the O-atomic density profile, which is
2.45 Å from the surface (Fig. 3). If all the water molecules were
located directly above the vacant tetrahedral sites, the O-den-
sity maximum should be �2.1 Å above surface, assuming a
distance of 2.8 Å between O-of-OH and O-of-water, which is
the position of the first peak of O-O RDF in bulk water, and a
distance of 3.1 Å between the NN OH groups on the surface,
which is the value in bulk brucite. The 0.4 Å increase arises
because of the population of molecules that occur above the
surface OH-sites (type-2 molecules). This configuration is dif-
ferent than at the surfaces of other phases, and evidence from

several studies indicates that the position of the first peak of the
O-density profile is substrate-specific. For instance, water at the
(001) mica surface is located at 1.3 Å from the surface, due to
the water molecules occupying the ditrigonal cavities (Cheng et
al., 2001; Park and Sposito, 2002). On the non-hydroxylated
MgO (001) surface, they are located �2.2Å from the surface,
due to H-bond donation to the surface O atoms (McCarthy, et
al., 1996).

In the low-density transition region between 3 Å and 5 Å
from the brucite surface, the first peak in the two-dimensional
O-O RDF is always at �2.8 Å, the same as in bulk water, but
the second peak changes continuously from 5.5 Å (a brucite
lattice-like value) at 3 Å from the surface, to 4.5 Å (a bulk
water-like value), �5 Å from the surface. This interval is, thus,
the transition region from the near-surface layer with a struc-
ture largely controlled by the substrate to a more or less bulk
water-like structure. This transition occurs by gradual adjust-
ment of the second neighbor configuration in a distorted, but

˚

Fig. 11. Distributions of the orientation order parameter, q, in 0.05 Å
slices along the brucite [001] direction in the 12 Å system for the
indicated distances from the surface.
locally tetrahedral structure. Water molecules located 4 A from
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surface in this transition region have the largest average orien-
tational order parameter (q � 0.65), reflecting a degree of ice
Ih-like tetrahedral ordering greater than in even bulk water.
This is also shown by the two-dimensional RDFs, in which the
first-neighbor peak is depressed and the second-neighbor peak
enhanced (Fig. 9e). The distribution of order parameters at this
distance from the surface (Fig. 11h) is bimodal with intensity
near q � 0.8 greater than in bulk liquid water under ambient
conditions (essentially the same as in Figure 11k; see Errington
and Debenedetti, 2001). The q � 0.8 peak represents the H2O
molecules with an ordered ice-like local structure, and the q �
0.5 peak represents the H2O molecules with nearest neighbor
configurations distorted by interstitial molecules (Bagchi et al.,
1997; Errington and Debenedetti, 2001; Saitta and Datchi,
2003). The reduced intensity of the q � 0.5 peak at 4 Å from
the brucite surface thus indicates that more molecules at this
distance from the surface adapt a disordered ice-like structure,
and that there are fewer interstitial water molecules than in bulk
water.

The structure of water in the region between 5 and 15 Å from
the surface, that contains O-density profile maxima at 5.05,
6.25, 9.05 Å, is somewhat more ordered than bulk water, but
less ordered than the first surface layer. The atomic density map
for the oxygens of H2O molecules in the second maximum in
the density profile (3.45 to 5.65 Å from the surface) shows no
clearly preferred sites. At these distances from the surface, the
atomic density profiles (Fig. 3), the orientational order param-
eter distributions (Fig. 11), H-bond numbers (Fig. 7), coordi-
nation numbers (Fig. 8), and distributions of molecular orien-
tations (Figs. 4 and 5) vary only slightly from their bulk values.
The two-dimensional RDFs (Fig. 9h and 9i) also show no
additional ordering relative to the bulk structure. Further from
the surface, all computed structural parameters are indistin-
guishable from their values for bulk liquid water.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The MD simulations of one-dimensional nano-confinement
of liquid water by two surfaces of brucite presented here
provide a greatly increased, atomistically detailed understand-
ing of surface effects on the spatial variation in the structural
ordering, hydrogen bond organization, and local density of
H2O molecules near the surfaces of electrostatically neutral
metal hydroxides. Both H-bond donation to the surface oxygen
atoms and H-bond acceptance from the surface OH-groups in
the first surface layer of H2O molecules play key roles in
controlling the structure. The oxygen and hydrogen atomic
densities and H2O dipole orientations vary significantly with
distance from the surface and deviate from the corresponding
structural properties of bulk water to distances as large as 15 Å
(�5 molecular water layers) from the surface. The water mol-
ecules in the first layer at �2.45 Å from the surface have a
two-dimensional hexagonal arrangement in the plane parallel to
the surface, reflecting the brucite structure. They have total
nearest neighbor coordinations by surface OH-groups and wa-
ter molecules of 5 or 6 and are significantly limited in their
position and orientation by the surface. The greatest degree of
the tetrahedral (ice-like) ordering occurs at �4 Å from the
surface. The translational and orientational ordering of H2O

molecules in layers further from the surface become progres-
sively more similar to those of bulk liquid water. The computed
structure of the interfacial water results from a combination of
“hard wall” (geometric and confinement) effects, highly direc-
tional H-bonding, and thermal motion. This structure shares
some similarities with that of water under higher pressure, but
does not resemble that of bulk water at ambient conditions or at
elevated or reduced temperature.

These structural changes can be described as a gradual
decrease of substrate-induced ordering and a gradual broaden-
ing of the ranges of orientational and translational coordinates
accessible to the interfacial water molecules. The near-surface
translational ordering extends to �5 Å from the surface, den-
sity effects to �10 Å, and orientational effects to �15 Å. The
substrate-dominated structure of the first water layer and the ice
Ih-like structure, centered, respectively, at �2 and 4 Å from the
surface, may be detectable in synchrotron-based X-ray adsorp-
tion measurements (e.g., Myneni et al., 2002), thus allowing
experimental testing of the computational results discussed
here. These structures may also persist at lower temperatures,
even below the freezing temperature of interfacial water. At
even lower temperatures, these layers might freeze to a new
form of ice.

Detailed atomic-scale knowledge of the structure and prop-
erties of aqueous interfaces with minerals, such as those ob-
tained here, is crucial to the quantitative understanding and
prediction of many important geochemical and environmental
phenomena, including mineral dissolution/precipitation, sur-
face sorption of aqueous species, and solute transport mecha-
nisms in many environments (e.g., Hochella and White, 1990;
Brown et al., 1999; Brown, 2001). Recent experimental studies
have provided improved atomic-scale understanding of the
interfacial water structure and atomic density oscillations in
water adjacent to mineral surfaces of calcite, barite, muscovite,
and K-feldspar (Fenter et al., 2000a; Fenter et al., 2000b;
Cheng et al., 2001; Schlegel et al., 2002). These X-ray reflec-
tivity measurements have demonstrated that the degree of or-
dering at mineral-water interfaces depends sensitively on the
mineral structure and composition (Fenter et al., 2003). Such
experimental studies, however, usually require nearly perfect
macroscopic crystal surfaces, and many geochemically and
environmentally important minerals, including hydroxides,
oxyhydroxides, clays, and related phases, and are typically fine
grained and/or poorly crystalline.

In addition, X-ray reflectivity probes integrated electron den-
sity at the surface and, thus, sometimes has difficulty distin-
guishing between water and other solution species. It is also
relatively insensitive to the positions of hydrogen atoms and,
thus, to the structure of the H-bond network. Neutron scattering
can effectively probe the H-bonding in some cases (e.g., Skip-
per et al., 2000). In many important cases, however, molecular-
scale computational modeling can provide significant, and oth-
erwise unobtainable, understanding of the structures and
properties of the aqueous interfaces. Metal hydroxide surfaces
are of great importance geochemically (Refson et al., 1995; Liu
et al., 1998; Brown et al., 1999). Brucite is a prototypical
hydroxide, and the results presented here are, thus, an important
reference for future studies.

The classical MD approach used here does not include
quantum phenomena, and thus does not allow analysis of such

processes as proton transfer among water molecules or between
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brucite and water (e.g., Horita et al., 1999). Nonetheless, it is
now well established that classical methods using relatively
simple empirical potentials, in which intermolecular H-bonding
arises due to electrostatic interactions among partially charged
atoms, provide a good quantitative picture of H-bonding in
water over a wide range of thermodynamic conditions, from
ambient to hydrothermal (e.g., Kalinichev, 2001; Guillot,
2002). This should also hold true for the interaction of water
with many oxide and hydroxide substrates, because the cova-
lent and electrostatic bonding mechanisms are the same in both
cases.
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